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Hearthstone patch notes august 2020

Yesterday, hearthstone's development team answered community questions on Reddit. As always, their answers varied from down/funny to more important and possibly telling something or two about the future development of the game. In this post, I will try to summarize the most important points, things that may interest you and so on. The answers will be
paraphrasing, but I will try to keep them in general importance. If you want to read and analyze the answers yourself find all of them in the official AMA thread on reddit. Let's start! I will try to talk about more important things first, and then move on to down. In the works is the reconstruction of large Basic/Classic sets. Current Basic/Classic kits are not
designed for modern HS standards. We don't know what the rework will look like, but at the moment we plan to release it with another rotation (April 2021). For this reason, there are no plans to replace the 5 cards that rotate to the Hall of Fame with new ones. This will be reworked. They take a closer look at metaforming, especially in Druid &amp; Kael'thas
Sunstrider, but they still collect data (which means that - most likely - we won't have balance updates very quickly). When the 2019 set (Year of the Dragon) changes to standard, it will think about recreasing some nerf cards, as well as look at some cards they haven't played before. This should keep the cards playable in wild, which has a higher level of
power. They plan to continue to release some card bonuses, but they are much harder to get properly, so we won't see them as often as nerfs. Battlegrounds are planning to release a Battlegrounds balance update soon. They want eudora nerf. They also look at murlocs (nerf) and beasts (buff). We should learn more about the amendment in the coming
weeks. They also plan to rework a few cards that reborn minions (e.g. More features, such as seasons/ranking resets, coming to BG – soon we should learn more about them (probably next to the next big patch). Arena Arena set rotations have been removed - it was a planned decision. However, since players don't like it this way, Arena will return to the
rotational format in the next expansion pack. There are no major plans in the Arena from now on - they want to keep the format stable and balanced while they work on new game moes. The drawing buckets were removed because they were too difficult to maintain and update. Cards A new type of vanity cards (e.g. gold cards) is in the works. The cards
would look different in collection manager, hand, and battlefield (but we don't have any more details). There are no plans for elusive or cleave keywords. They just don't feel like a plus doing it's worth it. But if needed, they can turn some mechanics into keywords. Paladin they are the most difficult to design because it is difficult to keep them aroma (Paladin
are not hidden) and balanced (1 mana cards are harder to balance). Teased by the new, fun Paladin Secret coming the next expansion. Most likely, we will see more two-class cards in the future, but not in the quantities that we did in Scholomance (this will be much less than 40 cards in one extension). Upgrading regular cards to the gold version with Dust is
something they want to do in the future, but they're now focusing on other features. Some older legends should gradually receive new, refreshed input animations. A General New reward/progression system is being developed. We've detailed it in another post, so head over there for more information. They work on many exciting features and game modes -
this is the exact quote. Emphasis on modes – one will be released later in this add-on, but it looks like there is at least one more in the works. A year-round narrative (such as in The Year of the Dragon) is not planned at this time. We shouldn't expect additions to other Blizzard games from different universes (e.g. But they may appear during some event in the
future (as Diablo Tavern Brawl we had). No wild card events to standards (like Doom in the Tomb) are planned, but if that happens, shorter &amp; devs will come faster to nerf problematic cards/combos. They're working to improve Hearthstone customer performance. They will continue to add old hero skins/back cards back to the store temporarily, so
players who missed them (e.g. they didn't play at the time) can get them. There are more Hero Skins in the works than ever before – some of them will be free to earn, others available for purchase. They teased that Hamuul Runetotem might be one of them. If you missed any important answers, let us know! They answered a lot of questions, so rounding it
all up was quite difficult. We've learned some interesting things - the ones that excite me the most are (of course) basic/classic remakes &amp; new game modes. Blizzard EntertainmentAugust 17, 2020 On August 18, we'll release a balance patch that includes tons of battlegrounds updates, fixes for two minions as standard, and a few bug fixes. Standard
Balance Updates Kael'thas Sunstrider Old: Every third spell you cast every spin costs (0). → New: Every third spell you cast costs each turn (1). Mindrender Illucia Old: [Cost 2] → New: [Cost 3] Mindrender Illucia will be eligible for a full dust return for two weeks after Update 18.0.2. Gentle Megasaur minion updates have been removed from the
battlegrounds minion pool. Arcane Cannon has been removed from the Battlegrounds minion pool. Furious Saurolisk Old: 3 Attack, 2 → Health New: 4 Attacks, 2 Rat Herds: [Level 2] → New: [Level 3] Old Pack: [Level 3] → New: [Level 2] Monstrous Macaw Old: 3 Attack, 2 Health → New: 4 Attack, 3 Health Primalfin Primalfin Old: [Level 5] → New: [Level 4]
Now only finds minions from the current tavern level or below. Nat Pagle, Extreme Angler Old: Overkill: Summon a Treasure Chest 0/2. → New: After this attack and minion kill, add a random minion to your hand. The generated minions come from within the tavern or below. Mom Bear Old: [Level 6] 5 Attack, 5 Health. Every time you summon a Beast, give it
+5/+5.→ new: [Level 5] 4 Attack, 4 Health. Every time you summon a Beast, give it +4/+4. Goldrinn, The Great Wolf Old: Deathrattle: Give your beasts +4/+4. → New: Deathrattle: Give Your Beasts +5/+5. Lady Vashj Battleground Hero Updates have been removed from the Battleground Hero Pool. Captain Eudora buried the old treasure: dig for the golden
minion! (4 Trenches left.) → New: Search for the golden minion! (5 trenches left.) Reno Jackson will be rich! Old: [Cost 2] → New: [Cost 0] Fox King Reborn Old Ordinances: [Cost 1] → New: [Cost 0] Greed Galakrond Galakrond now freezes minion added to Bob's Tavern. Bug Fixes &amp; Game Improvements Fixed visual error with Willow's Archwitch
animation. Fixed an issue where Southsea Strongarm was showing incorrect graphics. Fixed an issue where throwing a Yogg-Saron Puzzle from Rattlegore on board caused the game to freeze. Fixed several technical errors that would cause the game to crash. Fixes: January 5, 2021 Here's a list of fixes that resolve various World of Warcraft: Shadowlands
and WoW Classic issues. See also Pirate Patch. Hearthstone updates are made as patches. This page lists all current hearthstone fixes. New Hearthstone patches are released regularly, fixing bugs and adding new cards, back cards, and game features. Desktop patches are automatically downloaded from the Battle.net launcher before the game starts, and
players must update each new patch to launch Hearthstone. Larger fixes are released sparingly, adding cards and data to new extensions and adventures, or less often major new features. Between them, smaller fixes are more often published, fixing bugs and adding less critical content, such as new card backs, alternate heroes and cards, and data for
tavern brawls. Madness at the Darkmoon Faire[edit | edit source] Patch 19.2.0.68600 - December 15, 2020 Medium patch, adding new heroes, minions and the time-limited Darkmoon Prizes event at Battlegrounds, as well as balance changes for Constructed, Battles and Duels. Patch 19.0.0.65614 - November 12, 2020 A major update that adds all the data
to the Darkmoon Faire Madness set, as well as a revamped progression system, new heroes, minor card changes, and some changes to battlegrounds and duels. Scholomance Academy[edit | edit source] Patch 18.6.1.65000 - November 4 Average update, adapting different heroes and cards in battlegrounds and duels. Patch 18.6.0.63160 - October 22,
2020 Patch 18.4.2.62331 - October 15, 2020 Update Updated - September 29, 2020 Big update, implementing data for the new chapter of Book of Heroes for Hunter, elemental tribe on battlegrounds, standard card changes, new and returning heroes on battlegrounds, and new tavern brawls. Patch 18.2.0.58638 - September 9, 2020 Patch 18.2.0.58213 -
September 8, 2020 Patch 18.0.2.56359 - August 18, 2020 A small patch, implementing card changes in Battleground Standard and adding patches. Patch 18.0.0.54613 - July 30, 2020 A major update that adds all the data to the Scholomance Academy set, a few changes to Battlegrounds, and overhauling card frames for hunter and weapon classes. Ashes
of Outland[edit | edit source] Patch 17.6.0.53261 - 14 July, 2020 Patch 17.4.1.51510 - June 18, 2020 Patch 17.4.0.49534 - June 9, 2020 Patch 17.2.2.48705 - May 21, 2020 Minor fixes, adding bug fixes. Patch 17.2.1.48313 - May 18, 2020 A small patch that changes the card balance as standard. Patch 17.2.0.47374 - May 12, 2020 Patch 17.0.2.45932 - April
20, 2020 A small patch that adds card changes for Standard and Wild, battlefield changes, and bug fixes. Patch 17.0.0.45310 - April 9, 2020 Small patch, finalizing nerfs cards from the previous day as a client-side patch. Server-side patch (blog post source) - April 8, 2020 A small patch that applies the fastest cards in Hearthstone history, nerfing Demon
Hunter cards 1 day after its release on April 7. The cards seemed normal in the collection, but could be seen as functionally nerfed during in-game matches. The patch was applied around 18:30 BST 17.0.0.44582 - March 30, 2020 A small patch, fixing several bugs introduced in the previous update. Patch 17.0.0.44222 - March 26, 2020 Galakrond's
Awakening[edit | edit source] Patch 16.6.0.43246 - March 17, 2020 Patch 16.4.0.42174 - February 26, 2020 Average update, adding major updates to Battlegrounds, as well as returning Khadgar to the store and adding a new card back to own it. Server-side patch (forum post source) - February 13, 2020 Patch 16.2.3.40734 - February 6, 2020 A small patch,
fixing several bugs, including changing Risky Skipper to pirate, as originally assumed. Patch 16.2.0.39954 - January 21, 2020 Dragon Descent[edit | edit source] Patch 16.0.8.39282 - January 9, 2020 A small patch that adds card changes and balance changes in standard format and battlegrounds. Update 16.0.5.38377 - December 19, 2019 A small update
that adds card changes and balance changes to battlegrounds. Patch 16.0.3.38203 - December 12, 2019 A small patch is changing, adding bug fixes, nerf to Primalfin Lookout in Battlegrounds and Arena. Patch 16.0.0.37060 - December 5, 2019 Uldum Saviors[edit | editing source] Server-side patch (blog post source) - November 19, 2019 Patch
15.6.2.36393 - November 11, 2019 Average patch, Releasing Battlegrounds to the Open Beta and deploying several buffs and nerfs, as well as optimizations for this Patch 15.6.0.35747 - - November 2019 Patch 15.4.0.34670 - October 8, 2019 Medium patch, including all Doom in the Tomb features and Tomb Treasures event cards, as well as new 1,000
winning portraits. Patch 15.2.0.33717 - September 10, 2019 Patch 15.0.4.33402 - August 26, 2019 Patch 15.0.0.32708 - August 1, 2019 Patch 2019 Rise of Shadows[edit | edit source] Patch 14.6.0.31761 - July 1, 2019 Patch 14.4.0.31268 - June 3, 2019 Average update, adding a new free legendary, SN1P-SN4P, new arena rotation, various card buffs and
improved offline access. Patch 14.2.2.31022 - May 22, 2019 A minor patch, containing some changes to the card. Patch 14.2.0.30795 - May 14, 2019 Big update, adding all the data to the adventure of Dalaran Heist. Patch 14.0.0.29933 - April 4, 2019 Rastakhan's Rumble[edit | edit source] The Boomsday Project[edit | edit source] Patch 12.4.0.27405 -
November 5, 2018 Update 12.2.0.27358 - October 18, 2018 Small patch, making changes to the card. Patch 12.2.0.26996 - October 2, 2018 Patch 12.0.0.25770 - August 2, 2018 The Witchwood[edit | edit source] Kobolds &amp; Catacombs[edit | edit source] Knights of the Witchwood Frozen Throne[edit | edit source] Journey to Un'Goro[edit source] Mean
Streets of Gadgetzan[edit | edit source] One Night in Karazhan[edit | edit source] Patch 6.2.0.15300 - November 8, 2016 A small patch that adds Guardian functionality. Patch 6.2.0.15181 - October 20, 2016 Patch 6.1.3.14830 - October 3, 2016 A small patch containing several card changes. Patch 6.1.1.14406 - September 15, 2016 Patch 6.0.0.13921 -
August 9, 2016 Old Gods Whispers[edit | edit source] Patch 5.2.2.13807 - July 26, 2016 A small patch containing various bug fixes. Update 5.2.0.13740 - July 15, 2016 A small patch that fixes a critical issue that was introduced with update 5.2.0.13619. Patch 5.2.0.13714 - July 14, 2016 A small patch containing fixes for various bugs, most often added with
the previous update. Patch 5.2.0.13619 - July 12, 2016 Patch 5.0.0.13030 (also released as Patch 5.0.1.13030) - June 1, 2016 A small fix containing various bug fixes. Patch 5.0.0.12574 - April 24, 2016 League of Explorers[edit | source] Patch 4.3.0.12266 - April 14, 2016 A small patch that adds Khadgar's hero, a new back of the card, an updated Paladin
Boarding Recipe, and various bug fixes. Patch 4.2.0.12051 - March 14, 2016 Patch 4.1.0.10956 - December 4, 2015 A small patch that adds data for upcoming tavern brawls, four new back cards, and various fixes. Patch 4.0.0.10833 - League of Explorers - November 10, 2015 A large patch that adds all the data to the Explorers League adventure, four new
card backs, and various bug fixes. Grand Tournament[edit | edit source] Blackrock Mountain[edit | edit source] Goblins vs Gnomes[edit | source] Patch 2.3.0.8108 - March 19, 2015 Patch 2.2.0.8036 - February 26, 2015 A small patch containing 3 new card backs, 2 related and a new debug card. Patch 2.2.0.7835 - February 25, 2015 Small patch, patch,
various minor changes, including a new card return and viewer mode improvements. Update 2.1.0.7785 - February 9, 2015 An update released with a fix that fixes issues with the in-game friends list. Patch 2.1.0.7628 - January 29, 2015 A small patch that includes a balance change to undertaker and various minor adjustments. Update 2.0.0.7234 – Goblins
vs Gnomes attack the arena! - December 4, 2014 A large patch that contains all the data for goblins vs gnomes, including about 135 new cards, introductory spectator mode, cost changes to 3 cards, minion type add-ons for 11 cards, a slight change in effect area healing mechanics, and a number of bug fixes. Curse of Naxxramas[edit | edit source] Patch
1.3.0.6898 - October 29, 2014 A small patch containing minor changes such as adding new back cards and adjusting the location of taste text. Patch 1.2.0.6485 - September 22, 2014 Medium patch, containing two card changes and several bug fixes. Update 1.1.0.6284 - August 18, 2014 A small fix that fixes issues in Windows 8. Update 1.1.0.6187 - August
6, 2014 A small fix that adds support for Windows 8 mobile devices. Update 1.1.0.6141 - July 31, 2014 Bug fix patch to fix problems purchasing the Curse wing of the Naxxramas Scourge District. Patch 1.1.0.6024 - Beckons Necropolis - July 22, 2014 A large patch preparing to release the Curse of Naxxramas, customizing several other additional features
and making one card change and numerous bug fixes. Initial Release[edit | edit source] Patch 1.0.0.5834 - June 30, 2014 A small fix that contains several bug fixes. Patch 1.0.0.5506 - May 28, 2014 A small patch containing minor bug fixes. Patch 1.0.0.5435 - May 21, 2014 A small patch containing several bug fixes. Patch 1.0.0.5314 - May 8, 2014 Average
update, including one card change, several string changes, and several bug fixes. Patch 1.0.0.5170 - April 10, 2014 A small patch containing several bug fixes. Patch 1.0.0.4973 - March 13, 2014 A small patch containing several bug fixes. Open beta[edit | edit source] Closed beta[edit | edit source] Patch 1.0.0.4482 - January 17, 2014 A small patch
containing bug fixes and two changes to the Korean language card description. Update 1.0.0.4458 - January 16, 2014 Average update, including changes to ten tabs. Update 1.0.0.4243 - December 18, 2013 Medium patch, containing changes to three magician cards and one bug fix. Update 1.0.0.4217 - December 10, 2013 A major update that includes a
complete remake of Ranked Play mode, six card changes, some arena changes, several new community features, and numerous bug fixes. Patch 1.0.0.3937 - October 17, 2013 Medium patch, containing one card change. Update 1.0.0.3890 - October 2, 2013 Major update, including numerous changes to the game systems, individual and non-gameplay
elements. This patch was directly preceded by a complete wipe of all Hearthstone account information and card collections. Patch 1.0.0.3749 - August 30, August A small patch, focusing mainly on preparing for an EU region where beta has not yet been available. Alpha[edit | edit source] Patch 1.0.0.3664 - August 14, 2013 A small patch that includes two-
card naming and flavoring changes and adds 900 more localized voiceovers for heroes and minions. Patch alpha 2 - August 12, 2013 A major update that includes numerous card changes and adds new audio and interface graphics. Update 1.0.0.3388 - June 22, 2013 A major update that includes numerous card changes and introduces a task system. Patch
1.0.0.3140 - somewhere between April 13 and May 23, 2013. An average patch that contains a number of card changes. Alpha Patch - Unknown Date A list of all known changes between this update and Update 1.0.0.3140, possibly involving multiple patches and numerous card changes. Notes[edit | edit source] Innkeeper likes its patrons on a regular basis
Developers are trying to release the main features in separate patches for new content such as adventures and extensions to reduce the risk of problems caused by changes. [1] Version Conflicts[edit | edit source] Each revision represents a different version of Hearthstone that is not compatible with previous versions. For this reason, players using different
patches cannot match to avoid version conflicts and missing data during matches. This usually happens only because of the use of different platforms or because the player has not logged out and has not updated since the release of the new patch. While players need to update to the latest patch as soon as it is released on their current platform, as patches
are released at different times for different platforms, it is possible to update one device to a new patch while another is not yet able to update. After updating the account to the new patch, the player will not be able to access the account on any device that has not yet been updated to this patch, effectively blocking all other platforms until the patch is released
to them. The use of older versions appears to be allowed only during the deployment period, while the patch is introduced on each platform one by one. Once all platforms have access to the latest patch, older customers won't be able to play until they're updated to the latest version. [2] The complexity of multi-platform release can cause delays in patching.
Designer Dean Ayala explains: To patch on PC/Mobile at the same time, there are a lot of things that need to be submitted and approved, as we can publish a new patch to the public, as a result of which card changes are often postponed until a new fix is ready for all platforms. [3] Revision numbers[edit | edit source] The version number of each revision
represents its position in the game history. Currently, the first part of the number is for each major version (add-on or adventure). From Blackrock Mountain to the League of Explorers, the second part was with each patch, resetting to 0 at the beginning of each new release, but whispers of old gods saw the second digit increased more irregularly. The third
digit was unused until the Whispers of the Old Gods, but it seems to reflect less progress. The remaining digits are increased at a more erratic pace, possibly reflecting changes in internal construction that are not publicly published. These digits do not increase the first three parts of the version number and are generally superfluous. Colloquially, fixes are
often referred to by the first two sections, such as Patch 3.2. Please note that these rules are not always followed; some fixes do not increase or increase the number of amendments without taking into account the corresponding changes. The system used for Old Gods Whispers was similar to that used in games like World of Warcraft, although without
dividing between the main and smaller patches, without using the third part of the number and with additional numbers. By comparison, Patch 4.1.0.10956 will probably be titled Patch 4.0.1. Prior to the adoption of the standard blackrock mountain format, neither the first nor the second part of the number was regularly increased. The game version numbers
initially started at 1.0.0. It was changed to 1.1.0 after the release of Curse of Naxxramas and again to 1.2.0 with Patch 1.2.0.6485. The first digit was raised from 1 to 2 with an initial patch for the first expansion of the game, Goblins vs Gnomes, but was not increased to 3 to the second expansion of the game, the Grand Tournament. In September 2014, Yong
Woo stated that developers are still fine-tuning the version numbering process. After setting a consistent trend in the number of corrections with earlier content, the Whispers of the Old Gods noted a rare and erratic increase in the number of corrections, completely breaking the established pattern. Update 5.2.2.13807 in addition also increased for the first
time, never before had any value other than 0. The hotfix numbers were first reported in the official blogs of Patch 1.0.0.4243. With Update 5.2.0.13619, official blogs stopped specifying revision numbers, instead referring to each new update as a Hearthstone Update. [5] Trivia[edit | edit source] See also[edit | edit source] Fixes - Hearthstone updates have not
been released in the form of client fixes Platform-specific patch changes - list of game-specific changes to non-PC versions Of Card Changes - list of all changes made to specific tabs Rule changes - list of changes in existing game mechanics Unknown patch - list of changes without some accompanying fix or implementation date Errors - ongoing design to
chart all errors currently affecting the source of the game references[edit | edit source]]
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